
Challenge
The external attack surface is often thought of as being 
identical to an organization’s external IT infrastructure: 
domains, IP addresses, web servers, public-facing 
software, and so on. But this heuristic overlooks several 
major attack vectors: brand trademarks, data, and trusted 
third-parties.

Brands and logos can be impersonated on phishing 
sites, rogue applications, and fake social media profiles, 
helping attackers to deploy malware and steal passwords. 
Leaked data, like employee or customer credentials, can 
be used to breach the corporate network and take over 
customer and employee accounts. Third-party suppliers 
and vendors may also introduce significant cyber risks.

Solution
Cyberint combines threat intelligence, digital risk 
protection services, and external attack surface 
management into one powerful platform to mitigate 
many external risks with a single solution. By continuously 
discovering and scanning the open, deep, and dark web, 
the Argos platform improves visibility on assets and 
threats. The collected intelligence is correlated with your 
digital footprint to detect relevant risks in real time and 
deliver high-fidelity alerts. 

Cyberint Argos Platform

Discover shadow IT and 
misconfigurations in your 
infrastructure

Detect high-risk vulnerabilities in 
your external attack surface

Identify brand impersonation 
on social media, websites, and 
applications

Uncover phishing sites that abuse 
your brand and damage your 
reputation

Detect leaked credentials of 
customers, employees & 3rd 
parties

Identify exposed intellectual 
property and customer PII

Uncover malware infections of 
corporate devices

Be alerted to mentions of your 
brand or product in threat actor 
forums

Clear Web Monitoring:

Cyberint Argos Platform

Argos natively combines threat intelligence with attack surface monitoring and digital risk protection 
services in a single powerful platform, accelerating the detection and disruption of external threats to 
your organization’s infrastructure, data, and brands.

Deep & Dark Web Monitoring:



Coverage For An Array Of External Risks

Cyberint provides coverage for attack 
surface risks, brand abuse, phishing attacks, 

data leakages, malware, and more.

Integrations With Enterprise Tools

Easily integrate Cyberint Argos with 
your SIEM, XDR, SOAR, ticketing 

system, and cloud service providers.

Fast Deployment, Immediate Results

Cyberint Argos platform is a fully cloud-
based SaaS solution so it is deployed 

within minutes.

Complete Visibility Across the Open, Deep and Dark Web

Cyberint collects over 40 Million intelligence items every month, which are continuously added to our security data 
lake, providing complete and real-time visibility across the web.

Open Web Sources

Cyberint continuously scans 2.5 billion 
IP addresses, plus paste bins, data 

dump sites, & other relevant clear web 
sources.

Deep Web Sources

Cyberint monitors chatter and data 
dumps on Discord, Telegram, and 
other closed threat actor groups.

Dark Web Sources

Cyberint infiltrates hidden threat actor 
forums and marketplaces on the dark 

web to gather intelligence.

Impactful Intelligence Tailored To Your Digital Footprint
Cyberint correlates your digital footprint—domains, IP addresses, brands, and logos—with a massive proprietary 
security data lake, so you receive targeted, relevant, and impactful intelligence alerts.

Identify Attack Surface Risks

Uncover shadow IT, misconfigurations, 
open ports, and other errors. Identify 

high-risk CVEs in external-facing 
software and services.

Protect Your Brands & Data

Protect your brand from phishing 
attacks and impersonation on social 

media. Detect leakages of credentials, 
source code, IP, and PII.

Monitor The Deep & Dark Web 

Gain relevant and targeted insights on 
malware infections, ransomware attacks, 

vulnerabilities being exploited in the 
wild, data dumps, and threat trends.

One Simple Solution To Mitigate Many External Risks

Cyberint identifies many different external risks, accelerating the detection and disruption of threats. The platform 
measurably reduces risk with a minimal investment of time and resources.

About Cyberint

Cyberint’s impactful intelligence solution fuses real-time threat intelligence with bespoke attack surface management, 
providing organizations with extensive integrated visibility into their external risk exposure. Leveraging autonomous discovery 
of all external-facing assets, coupled with open, deep & dark web intelligence, the solution allows cybersecurity teams to 
uncover their most relevant known and unknown digital risks - earlier. Global customers, including Fortune 500 leaders 
across all major market verticals, rely on Cyberint to prevent, detect, investigate, and remediate phishing, fraud, ransomware, 
brand abuse, data leaks, external vulnerabilities, and more, ensuring continuous external protection from cyber threats.

Cyberint Argos Platform


